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Abstract

In this paper we consider the problem under which conditions the matrix
equation X t ATX-lA - I(with A a real matrix) has a real symmetric posi-
tive definite solution X.
This equation plays a crucial role in solving a special case of the in-
definite discrete-time Riccati equation.
We present both necessary and sufficient conditions for solvability of
this equation. This result is obtained by usíng an analytic factorization
approach. Moreover, we present algebraic recursive algorithms to compute
the largest and smallest solution of the equation, respectively. Finally,
we discuss the number of solutions.

I. Introduction

In (1990), Engwerda considered the problem under which conditions the
matrix equation X t ATX-lA - I has a real symmetric positive definite
solution X, if A is a real matrix. Apart from being a natural extension of
the familiar scalar quadratic equation he showed that this equation also
results as a special case of the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation.
This equation plays a role in optimal control theory. In particular the
smallest and largest solution, respectively, are important to solve a
special case of the indefiníte Linear Quadratic regulator problem.
Engwerda showed that the quadratic matrix equation has a solution in case
matrix A is normal if and only if the spectral radius of A is smaller or
equal than }. It turned out that this condition is necessary too to solve
the general case. Furthermore a number of other necessary conditions were
provided. A complete analytic solution for the general case remained,
however, an open problem.
In this paper we present both analytical conditions and numerical algo-
rithms to solve the equation. In particular we give algorithms to calcu-
late the largest and smallest solution, respectively, if they exist. The
analytic conditions are obtained by using a factorization approach of the
problem. The paper is organized as follows. In section II we formalize the
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problem and derive some technical results. These technical preliminaries
are used in section III to obtain the main result of this paper, namely,
both necessary and sufficient conditions for solvability of the equation.
Section IV deals with two recurrence equations for calculating the largest
and smallest solution, respectively. In section V we pay attention to the
number of solutions. In particular we discuss conditions under which the
equation has exact one solution, and give a complete characterization of
the number of solutions in case matrix A is normal. We conclude the paper
by indicating a number of interesting topics which remain to be solved,
and by applying the basic result of this paper to an example of optimal
control theory.

II. Problem statement and mathematical preliminaries

In this paper we study the problem under which conditions the matrix equa-
tions

Y t ATY-lA - I

and

X t AX-lAT - I

(1)

Í2)

have a real symmetric positive definite solution Y and X, respectively, if
A is a real matrix and I is the identity matrix. To solve this problem we
start with a number of elementary results on rational functions. Their
proofs can be found in the appendix. But first we introduce some notation
that will be used throughout this paper.

Basic notation
In the sequel the following notation is used
- X~ 0 denotes that X is a symmetric positive definite matrix
- X z 0 denotes that X is a symmetric semi-positive definite matrix
- j:- ~ and a is the conjugate of a
- D- {z E C~ ~z~ ( 1} ; Dc -{z E C~ ~z~ 2 1}
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- D- {z E C~ Iz~ 5 1}
- ~D - {z E C~~z~ - 1}
- R[z] :- the set of all polynomials with real entries
- C[z] :- the set of all polynomials with complex entries
- C(z) :- the set of all rational functions
- Similar definitions hold w.r.t. Rn~n[z], Cnxn[z] ~d Cnxn(z)

nxn- If V E C (z) then we denote by V the element of CnXn(z) such that
Vij(z) - Vi~(z) for all z E R for which Vij(z) exists
1, ,n).

- If V E CnXn(z) then V~ denotes the transpose of V.
- a(A) :- the set of all eigenvalues of A
- r(A) :- spectral radius of A, i.e. max{IaiIIXi E 6(A)}.

(i - 1. ,n; J -

Lemma 1
Let f(z) be a rational function different from zero, i.e. f(z) E C(z)`{0},
with the property that f(z) z 0 for all z E R.
Then, there exist a, in the open upper half plane of C and ai E R suchk n, n. 2mithat f(z) - c fT ( z-ai) 1(z-ai) 1( z-ai) , where c~ 0 and ni,mi E Z. oi-1

Lemma 2

Let f(z) be a rational function, dífferent from zero, with the property
that f(z) 2 0 for all z E c1D.
Then f(z) can be factorized as q(z)qx(Z) with q(z) a rational function
which has all its poles and zeros in Dc.

The next theorem generalizes lemma 2 for matrix valued functions F(z).
This factorization of F(z) into Q(z)Qx(Z) will be used in section III to
derive a method to calculate the largest solution XL of equation (2)
exactly. The proof of this theorem is closely related to the one Rozanov
gave in theorem 10.1 (196~).

Theorem
Let fij E C(z) be such that fij(z) - f~i(Z), i,j - 1,..,n. Consider the
rational matrix function F(z) defined by (fij(z)), i,j - 1,.,,n,
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If F(z) Z 0 vz E ~D and det F(z) ís different from zero, then F(z) can be
factorized as F(z) - Q(z)Q"(Z) with Q(z) a rational matrix function, which
is both analytic and invertible in D.

Proof

We prove this theorem by constructing a matrix Q(z) that has all the above
stated requirements. The algorithm to obtain this factorization is split
into three parts.
In the first part we use Gaussian Elimination to obtain an L(z)D(z)L`(1)zdecomposition of F(z) where L(z) is some lower triangular matrix that is
analytic in D and D(z) is a diagonal matrix. The next step is to factorize
D(z) into D1(z)Di(Z) such that D1(z) is analytic in D too. In the last
part we show how from the factorization obtained in step 2, a factoriza-
tion of F(z) can be derived which is also invertible in D.

Algorithm

Step 1: (L(z)D(z)L~`(Z) factorization of F(z)).
Let ml :- fll be the first minor of F(z).
Due to our assumptions on F(z), ml(z) ~ 0 and, moreover, ml(z) Z 0
b'z E ~D.

Consequently, with L1 :-

L1(z)FÍz)L"(Z) -

fnl
l mll

ml 0

Om2" ..
.

0 "

we have that

1

.

Note that L1(z) is unimodular. Therefore the same argument yields now that
m2(z) ~ 0 and, moreover, mZ(z) 2 0 dz E~D.
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By induction it is now easily shown that there exist unimodular matrices
L1,...,Ln-1 such that

Ln-1(z).....L1(z)F(z)L1(Z)....-Ln-1(z) - diag(ml(z),...,mn(z)).

where mi(z) z 0 vz E~D, i- 1,..,n.
1So, F(z) - L(z)D(z)LM(z), where L(z) is an unimodular rational matrix, and

D(z) - diag(ml(z),...,mn(z)).

SteP 2: (analytic factorization of F(z)).
Let n(z) be the product of all denominators of L(z). Then n(z)L(z) is a
polynomial matrix, and N(z) :- n(z)n"(Z) is a rational function different
from zero which has the property that N(z) Z 0 for all z E~D. So, N(z) -

1p(z)p"(Z) with p(z) a rational function which has all its poles and zeros
cin D (see lemma 2).

Since mi(z) Z 0 b'z E~D, using lemma 2 again, we have that mi(z) can be
factorized too as Ni(z)Ni(Z) with both yti(z) and its inverse analytic in
D. This leads to the factorization of N(Z) - D1(z)Di(Z) with D1(z) -

ul(z) un(z)
diag .

P(z) ' " P(z) ~
So F(z) - L(z)D(z)LM(Z) - n(z)L(z)N(Z) L~(Z)n~(Z) - Q1(z)Qi(Z) where
Q1(z) :- n(z)L(z)D1(z) is analytic in D.

Ste : (zero cancelation).
Since det F(z) is different from zero, det Q1(z) differs from zero too and
has a finite number of zeros in D.

XLet a E D be a zero of Q1(z). Then, there is an unitary matrix U E~n n
0 ' ... "

such that UwQl(a)U - : . So the components in the first
0 ~ ... w

column of U~Q1(z)U have a zero at z- a. Now, define the rational matrix
~1-az 1

z-oc 0 0 ... 0

0 1 0 ... 0
n(z) :- 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 ... 1
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Then n(z)n~(Z) - I and U~Q1(z)Un(z) is analytic in D, hence also Q2(z) -
Q1(z)Un(z) is analytic in D, and it is easy to verify that Q2(z)Q2(Z) is
also a factorization of F(z).

det Ql(z) (1-o~z)
Furthermore, det Q2(z) - det Q1(z) det U det n(z) - det Uz-a
from which we see that every zero of det Q2(z) in D is also a zero of det
Q1(z), but the total multiplicity of zeros in D is strictly smaller in
case of det Q2(z) than in case of det Q1(z).
That's why, by repeating this procedure a finite number of times, we ob-
tain a factorization F(z) - Q(z)Qw(Z) where Q(z) is analytic in D and
det Q(z) has no zeros in D, that is to say, also the inverse of Q(z) is
analytic in D. o

If F(z) is a rational matrix function which is a linear combination of
powers of z and Z, we can be more specific about this factorization of
F(z) into Q(z)Q~(Z).

Theorem 4
Let all assumptions of theorem 3 be satisfied and assume, moreover, that
F(z) - E Fkzk.

k--m
According to theorem 3, there exists a factorization of F(z) into
Q(z)Q"(Z) where Q(z) is both analytic and invertible in D.
Then Q(z) - QD t Qlz t... i Qmzm.

Proof
m

Q(z) is analytic in D, so Q(z) - ï Ckzk for all z E D. Since Fii(z) -
n n nk-0
ï Qi~(z)Q~i(Z) - E Qi.(z)Qi (Z) - E ~Qi.(z)~2 if z E ~D, and F..(z) -~ml j-1 J ~ ~-1 J ii

L Fk,iizk is integrable over ~D, ~Qi~(z)~2 must be integrable over ~Dk--m
too. This implies in particular that Qi~(z) has no poles on ~D. Therefore,
Q(z) is analytic on a disk around zero with radius R~ 1. So for all z,
~z~ ) R, we have zmQ'ÍZ) - zm ï Ck(Z)k - C~zm f... t Cm f F Cw 1 k

k-~ k-1 ktm(z) ~
and zmQ"(Z) is analytic for all z E Dc. On the other hand, the inverse of

m 2m kQ(z) is analytic on D, and z F(z) - i Fk~ is analytic on D, and
k-0 -

m



zmQ"(Z) - Q-1(z)zmF(z), from which it follows that zmQ~`(i) is also analy-
tic on D.

So we have zmQ~(Z) is analytic on C, and kE1Cktm(z)k - 0'

III. The solvability conditions

We are now able to present the necessary and sufficient conditions under
which the matrix equation ( 2) has a solution. The result reads as follows

Theorem 5
Equation (2) has a solution X~ 0 if and only if the following two condi-
tions are satisfied:
i) WÍz) :- I. zA t 1 AT z 0 dz E~Dz
ii) det y~(z) is different from zero

Proof
"~" Suppose X~ 0 is a solution. Then (I t zAX-1)X(I t 1 X-lAT) -z
X t AX-lAT f 2A t 1 AT - y(z ).z
From this relationship, the necessity of both conditions is obvious.
"a" From lemma 4 and theorem 3 we have that y~(z) can be factorized as
(QO } Qlz)(QO } Qi Z)~ where QO t Qlz is invertible bz E D. So, in parti-
cular QO is invertible.
Consequently QOQO } Q1Q1 - I ~d Q1Qp - A. Let X:- QOQÓ. Then X~ 0 and
it is easily verifed that X satisfies equation (2). o

Next we show that the solution QOQ~ mentioned in the proof above is the
largest solution for the matrix equation (2). That is, for any other solu-
tion X of (2) we have that X 5 QOQ~. A direct consequence of this observa-
tion is that the algorithm presented in theorem 3 can be used to calculate
the largest solution of (2) exactly.

Theorem 6
Let (QO . Qlz)(Q~ } Qi Z) be the factorization of y(z), obtained via the
algorithm presented in the proof of theorem 3. Then XL :- QOQO is the lar-
gest solution of the equation X t AX-lAT - I(2). Moreover, X- XL is the
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only positive definite solution of (2) for which X t zA is invertible for
all z E D.

Proof
Let X~ 0 be any solution of (2) and X~ ) 0 be the square root of X. Then,
(X~ t zAX-~)(X~ t ~X-~AT) - y~(z).
So, U(z) :- (QO t Qlz)-1(X~ . zATX-~) is analytic in D. Since U(z)U`(1) -z
I, and I is integrable over ~D, the same argument as in the proof of Lemma
4 shows that Ui~(z) has no poles on 1D, so U(z) is analytic on a disk
around zero with a radius R~ 1.

m
So we can write U(z) - F Uizl for all z E C with ~z~ ~ R and consequent-

i-0
ly U~`(Z) - ï Ui(Z)1 for all z E C with ~z~ ) R.

i-0
Substitution of the power series expansion for R( Iz~ ~ R yields:

I- U(z)U~(Z) -
l~C Ulzl~l ~ U1(z)lJ - ï UiUi.
i-0 i-0 i-0

So, in particular we have UOU~ 5 I.
It is easily verified that QOUO - X~. Therefore, X- QOUOUQQO S QOQO' So,
XL - QOQO is the largest solution of (2). By Lemma 4 we see that U(z) is
invertible for all z E D if and only if U(z) - U~, that is to say
UOU~ - I. Since X t zA -(QOtQlz)U(z)X~ this implies the last statement of
the theorem.

We shall also show how to calculate the smallest solution for the matrix
equation (2) by the same algorithm. It will turn out that this is easy
when A is invertible, whereas we have to transform the equation a little
bit in case A is singular. The clue lies in the relationship between solu-
tions of the equation X t AX-lAT - I(2) and the equation Y f ATY-lA~ - I
(1) in case A is invertible.

Theorem

Let A be invertible.
Then X solves (2) iff Y- I-X - AX-lAT solves (1). XL is the largest solu-
tion of (2) iff YS - I-XL is the smallest solution of (1).
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Moreover, Y- YS is the only positive definite solution of (1) for which
Y t zAT is invertible for all z E Dc`~D.

Proof

The first two statements follow by direct substitution.
The last statement is a direct consequence of the fact that

Y t zAT - AX-lAT ~ ZAT - z(1 A t X)X-lAT,
Z

Remark 8
If A is singular, we can obtain the smallest solution of equation (2) by
the following reduction (actually this reduction was basically treated by
Engwerda in (1990)).

There is an orthogonal transformation S such that SAS' All A12 where
A is a s uare matrix. N - 0~ 0 a~ -1 w11 q ote that X solves (2) iff SXS t SAS SX S
SATS" - I. From this it follows easily that

X solves (2) iff SXS` - I~11
OJ

where X11 ) 0 and X11 solves

-1 T T
X11 } A11X11A11 - I - A12A12 (3)

Let P:- I- A12Ai2. If X11 solves (3), then P z X11 ) U. In that case,
let Z :- P-~X11P-~'

Then we have:
X solves (2) iff P~ 0 and Z solves Z t(P-~A11P-~)Z-1(P-~A11P-~) - I (4)
and it is also clear that X is the smallest solution of (2) iff P~ 0 and
Z is the smallest solution of (4).
If All is singular, then also P-~A11P-~ is singular, and we can repeat the
process of reduction. After repeating a finite number of times, we end up
with Áll invertible or Áll the lxl zero-matrix. In the first case, theorem
~ tells us how to calculate the smallest solution, in the second case
there is only one solution for the reduced equation.
Furthermore, we have that Z t zP-~A P-~ is invertible iff X11 t zAll isr 11
invertible iff I011 Ol 4 z(O11 Ó121 is invertible iff X t zA is
invertible.
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Therefore, we can generalize the last statement of Theorem ~, to be valid
also in case A is singular. When XS is the smallest solution of (2), then
X- XS is the only solution of (2) for which X t zA is invertible for all
z E Dc`c~D.

Theorem 9
Suppose that equation X t AX-lAT - I(2) has a positive definite symmetric
solution X.

Then this equation has a largest and a smallest solution, XL and XS
respectively. Moreover, XL and XS are real and
- X- XL is the only solution for which X t zA is invertible for all z E D
- X - XS is the only solution for which X- zA is invertible for all

z E Pc`c~D.

Proof
The only thing that remains to be proved is that XL and XS are real.
Note that: X solves (2) iff X solves (2); and X t zA is invertible iff
X t zA is invertible.
Hence we conclude from the two last statements of the same theorem that
the smallest and the largest solution are real. o

We conclude this section by showing that in general the set of solutions
of equation (1) does not satisfy the partial ordering relationship "~".

Example 10

Consider equation (1) with a- 4 I. Then, X1 - 4 I, X2 - I3ó4 1~~1, }{3 -
rló4 3~41 and X4 - 4 I are solutions for this equation.lMoreoverJ, it is
olbvious tJhat neither X2 2 X3 nor X3 z X2 holds. o

IV. Two recurrence equations

In the previous section we saw that whenever our matrix equation (1) has a
solution, then it has automatically a largest and smallest solution, de-
noted by XL and Xs, respectively. Moreover, we presented an algorithm to
calculate these solutions XL and Xs. In this section we show that these
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solutions can also be obtained via a recurrence equation. The advantage of
these recurrence equations are that they are directly related to the ori-
ginal equation (1) and very simple to implement. Whether both solutions XL
nnd X nrP obtained from these equntions in a numericAlly rc~liahle wn,y
r~rmziinr; nl Lltis polnt a~t open yuestion, and therefure a problcm 1'ur L'uture
research.
We will see that the algorithm to calculate the largest (real) solution XL
is the most easiest one. To calculate Xs, we will in fact implement the
dual algorithm for calculating XL. However, since the dual algorithm only
works if matrix A is invertible, in general we first have to apply some
transformations, we already mentioned in remark 8, to equation (1) before
we can use this dual algorithm.
The algorithm to calculate XL is as follows.

Algorithm 11
Consider the recurrence equation

X~ - I

Xntl - I - ATXn1A

If equation (1) has a solution X~ 0, then Xn -~ XL.

(3)

Proof

We show that Xn is a monotonically decreasing sequence that is bounded
from below, and thus converges. To that end we first show by induction
that Xk z X dk E i1. Note that as a consequence then Xk ~ 0 for any k E N,
and since X is an arbitrarily chosen solution of (1), we have that Xk z XL
vkEn.

For k- 0, the statement is trivially satisfied. So, assume that the
statement holds for k- n. Then, Xk}1-X - AT(X-1-Xkl)A Z 0, since Xk ~ X~
0, which completes the first part of our argLment.
Next we show that Xk is a monotonically decreasing sequence. The proof is
quite similar to the previous argument. first, consider X~-X1. From the
definition of X we have that X-X - I T-1 Tn ~ 1 -(I-A X~ A) - A A 2 0. So, the
statement holds for k- 0. Next, assume that Xk-Xk}1 z 0 for k- n. Then,
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using the induction argument and the fact that Xk ) 0 for any k,
T -1 -1

Xntl-Xnt2 - A(Xn.l-Xn )A Z 0. So, the induction argument is complete with
this. Combination of both results yields that Xn ~ XL. o

To calculate Xs, the following algorithm can be used.

Algorithm 12
If equation (1) has a solution X~ 0, then the next algorithm gives us the
smallest (real) solution Xs of this equation
l.i) If A is invertible then go to part 2 of this algorithm

ii) Else apply an orthogonal transformation T such that

A - TT 11 T~A ol
l J

T ~I-A21A21
OJ

iii) If All - 0, then XS :- T ~ I T and the algorithm stops.

iv) Else XS :- T 0 I T, with YS ) 0 the smallest solution of equa-T ~Y,S oJ
tion (1), where A is replaced by (I-AT A)-~A (I-AT A -~21 21 11 21 21) - Now
return to i).

2. Consider the recurrence equation

A21 0

T

Xn~l :- A(I-Xn)-lAT
Then X ~ X .n s

Proof
Part 1 of the algorithm follows from remark 8. So what is left to be
proved is that part 2 of the algorithm works under the assumption that A
is invertible. Using theorem ~ and algorithm 11, this is however straight-
forward proved now, and therefore omitted. o

V. The number of solutions

X~ :- AA

In this section we discuss the number of solutions for equation (2). We
start by a result which tells us under which conditions there is exactly
one solution.
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Theorem 13

Equation (1) has exact one solution if and only if the following three
conditions are satisfied
i) det w(z) is different from zero
ii) y~(z) z 0 dz E AD
iii) either all roots of det y~(z) are on ~D or det y~(z) has no roots.

Proof
The first two conditions were already proved in theorem 5. So what is left
to be shown is that condition iii) is both necessary and sufficient for
the existence of exactly one solution.
Now, -1 1 Tw(z) -(X t zA)X (X t z A) whenever X is a solution of (2). There-
fore det y~(z) - det X-l.det(X t zA).det(X t 1 A). So, if det y~(z) has only

z
roots on ~D, the same holds for det(X ~ zA), i.e. X. zA is invertible
ez E D. According to theorem 9 equation (2) has thus only one solution.
On the other hand, if equation (2) has only one solution this solution is
automatically both the smallest and largest solution. Thus, using theorem
9, det(X t zA) is invertible bz ~ 1D. Consequently, det W(z) has no roots
outside ~D.

The next theorem gives an exact characterization of the number of solu-
tions if matrix A in (1) is normal (i.e. AAT - ATA). To prove this result
we first give two lemma's.

Lemma 14
- rA D 1

Consider the equation XtX-1 Ill ~1 A J, with A22 E Rkxk, Assume that
22

the multiplicity of all eigenvalues of A and which appear in A22 is one.
Then, X- IX~1 XO I, where X22 E RkXk.

l 22J

Proof
Let a be an eigenvalue of A22 and x the corresponding eigenvector. Then,
by definition, we have Ax - ax.
On the other hand we have that
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X2x - AXx t x - 0

X2x - XXx f x- 0.

From which we deduce AXx - XXx.
So, Xx is an eigenvector of A corresponding with the eigenvalue a. But,
since the multiplicity of all eigenvalues of A that appear in A22 is one,
we consequently have Xx - cx for some c E~. Or, stated differently, x is
an eigenvector of X too. This yields the stated result. o

Lemma 15

Let X :- X11 X12 ~ 0, where X11 E RmXm and X22 E Rkxk
X12 X22

Then, X-1 ~ ~1 íff X12 - 0.
- X22)

Proof
-1 " ~Since X~ 0, we have that ( see e.g. Kailath (pp. 656)) X - ~, 0-1 '

where ~- X22 - X12X11X12. So, e- X22 iff X12X11X12 - 0. Since X1 ~ 0,
the stated result is obvious now.

Theorem 16
Let A be normal and r(A) 5}.
Define SA by: SA :- {Xi E 6(A)~ai - 0 v~ai~ -}}, and CA: by CA :-
{ai E o(A)~Im Xi Z 0}`SA.
Let q be the number of elements in CA.
Then, equation (1) has
1) 2q solutions iff CA -~ or the multiplicity of all eigenvalues of A

that are in CA equals one.
2) i.ní'initely many solutions ifF there exists an eigenvalue of A in CA

with multiplicity greater than one.

Proof

Engwerda showed in (1990) that if A is normal the condition r(A) 5} is
both necessary and sufficient for the existence of a solution for equation
(1). So, we concentrate here on the number of soiutions. Since A is normal
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there exists an orthogonal matrix U such that UTAU - diag(ni), where each
- ( Xi ~ilni is either a scalar or a real 2x2 matrix of the form ni Il-u' X.J

i i
with u. ~ 0.i
Consequently X solves equation (1) iff Z(- UTXU) ~ 0 solves

Z f nTZ-ln - I, where n:- diag(ni). (1')

So, to determine the number of solutions for equation (1) it suffices to
calculate the number of solutions for this equation (l'). We show now by
inducLion on k that the theorem holds for equation (1') if n- 2k-1 and
n- 2k. First the case k- 1.
If n- 1, elementary calculation shows that equation (1') has exact one
solution iff a E SA, and that it has two solutions iff 0 ~ ~a~ ~}.
To study the case n- 2, we discern three cases:
1) n- I-u

XJ
, with u~ 0

ii) n U X, with al ~ X2
-

IX1 0 I2
iií) n - aI.

Case i) corresponds with the case that A has complex eigenvalues, case ii)
with the case of two different eigenvalues and case iii) with Lhe case
that A has eigenvalues with a multiplicity larger than one.
Now, consider case i). Then, equation ( 1') reduces to
Z~ UrXÓJU X~jxIU.Z-lUraOJU X~JUli1M - I, where U -~

lJ -J)
. So,

whenevler Z) 0(Z EJR2X2) slolves (1), tJhen Z : - U~ZU ~ 0(Z E~2x2) solves

Z, f~~J~ ~U~u,Z-1IX~Ju XU~uJ - I. Therefore, we first study the num-
z z

ber of solutions of this equation. Introducing Z-, 11 12 we can
z12 z22 '

rewrite this equation as

zll } Det (~2 t u2)z22 - 1 (a)

z12 - Det (a - JN)2z12 - 0 (b)
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z22 } Det (~2 } u2)zll - 1 (c).

where Det - zllz22 - z12z12 ~ 0. Elementary calculation shows that equa-
tion (b) implies that z12 - 0(since u~ 0).

Now, introduce r:- 1} 1-~(~2}~2) and s:- 1- 1-2(~2'u2), Then it is
obvious that whenever a2tu2 ~~, the equation has four solutions, namely,

Z1 :- rI; Z2 :- I~ ~J ; Z3 :- I~ ~J and Z4 :- sI.

If ~2tN2 -~, there is on`ly one solutionl: Z- 1 L So, if r(A) C} equa-
tion (1) has at most four solutions Zi - UZiUi, i- 1,...,4. However, it
is easily verified that only Z1 and Z4 are real solutions. So for this
case we have the result that whenever r(A) C} equation (1') has two solu-
tions, and if r(A) -~ it has one solution.
Next, consider case ii). Then, it is shown in a similar way that whenever
ai ~ SA, i- 1,2, the equation has exact four solutions. Moreover, it is
easily verified that if both ~1 and a2 are in SA the equation has only one
solution, and if either ~1 or ~2 is in SA (but not both), the equation has
two solutions.

Finally, consider case iii). Elementary calculation shows that for all

a E[ 1- J1-4a` 1 t J1-4a` ~ X.-
2 2

1-a -aZfa-a2 satisfies

-a2ta-~2 a
equation (1'), whenever a~ SA. If either ~- 0, ~ or -~ it is again
easily shown that the equation has only one solution. This completes the
initialization step of the induction proof.
Next assume that the theorem holds for n- k.

So, consider e uation 1' n 0 - 2kx2kq ( ) with n- ~ n , where n E R .
ktl

First assume that 6(n ) C SA. Then simple calculations show that the
k~l

number of solutions of this equation coincides with the number of solu-



tions of equation (1') if we consider n- n ~ , where n' is ob-0 n'
ktl k`1

tained from n by dropping all its zero eigenvalues. Therefore, without
ktl

loss of generality, we can assume that 0~ 6(n ). Next write

Z-. ZT1 Z12 , where Z11 E R2kx2k. Then in particular the equation
Z12 Z22

'L22 } n (Z22-Z12Z11Z12)-ln - I, with o(n ) C{a~ I~I -~}, must be
ktl ktl ktl

solvable. Using lemma 15 it is easily seen that this equation has a solu-
tion iff Z12 - 0, and that in that case the solution is uniquely deter-
mined.
Concluding, we have that if 6(n- ) C SA the number of solutions of equa-

tion (1'), with n:-I~ 0 cides with the number of solutions with

n :- n.
ktl

If only one eigenvalue cf v(n ) E SA, then the same argument shows that
ktl

the number of solutions coincides with the number of solutions with n:-

I~
~J

, where a~ SA.

Slo, we can concentrate on the number of solutions for equation (1') if
6(nntl) n SA - ~.
First consider the case a(n- ) n o(n) ~~.

ktl
If this intersection contains a real element, then the same argument we
used for k- 1, case iii), shows that there are infinitely many solutions.
In case the intersection contains a complex eigenvalue, straightforward
extension of the next example shows that there are infinitely many solu-
tions too. In this example, we take nl - I-u ~I with u~ 0, and consider
the equation

l J

Z t
ni 0 -1 nl 0

0 nT Z ~0 n1 J - I.

1

St.raightforward calculation shows that

ktl

va E~ 1- 1-42a2.u2) 1 t 1-4~a2.u2) ~ with b:- -a2.a-4(~2}N2).
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a 0 b 0

Z- b 0 l0a 0 satisfies the equation.
0 b 0 1-a

So, the case that remains to be solved is if a(n) n o(n )- f~, where
ktl

n contains no eigenvalues with a multiplicity two. Then lemma 14 shows
ktl 0
that all solutions of equation (1') have the form X- 1 X where

2 ~
X1 E R2kx2k. Usin the induction arg gument and the result for k- 1 yields
then the stated results. o

Corollary 1~

Let A be normal.
Then, det y~(z) either has no roots or all its roots are on ~D iff
o(A) C SA. o

That the condition ~(A) C SA is sufficient to conclude that there is exact
one solution for equation (1) can also be obtained by a more direct proof.
Note that whenever X E SA`{0} is an eigenvalue of A, then det w(-2a) - 0.
In partic~ilai~ this shows that the condition is also sufficient to conclude
that there is exact one solution if we drop the normality assumption on A.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper we considered the question under which conditions the qua-
dratic matrix equation (1) has a real positive definite solution. In gene-
ral, this equation will have more than one solution. In fact there may be
infinitely many solutions. So questions arise like whether there exists a
smallest and largest solution, respectively, and what will be the rela-
tionship between matrix A and the number of solutions. We derived algo-
rithms for calculating the largest and smallest solution and stated condi-
tions under which the solution of the equatíon is uniquely determined.
Moreover, we gave an exact characterization of the number of solutions in
case matrix A is normal. In fact, in this latter case, we presented all
solutions for the equation (as long as there are only a finite number of
solutions to it).

(X

IIlO
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To analyze the general case, it seems to us that the factorizational
approach still offers many possibilities to solve questions like the rela-
tionship between matrix A and the number of solutions, and the stability
of the largest and smallest solution w.r.t. small perturbations of A(see
Ran et al. (1989) for formal definitions on this subject). This remains a
topic for future research, as well as the question whether it is possible
to find methods which more quickly yield an appropriate factorization of
W(z) into Q(z)Q~`(Z).
We conclude the paper by stating a refinement of corollary 16 in Engwerda
(1990), which treats solvability conditions for the optimal control
problem:

min lim JN w.r.t. x(ktl) - Ax(k) t Bu(k); x(.),u(.) E Rn; x(0) - x.
u[0,.] N~

with the additional constraint that lim x(N) - 0 and B is invertible where
N-~

N-1
JN - i {xT(k)Qx(k) t uT(k)Ru(k)}

k-0

and both Q and R are symmetric.
We have the next result:

Example 18
Let M:- RB-lA'B, and N:- BTA'TB-TRB-lA'B t R t BTQB. Then this problem
has a solution if the following conditions are satisfied:
1) N ) 0

2) i) det W(z) ~ 0, where W(z) - I t zA t Z AT and A- N-~MN-~.
ii) W(z) z 0 dz E c~D

3) r(XLN~MN~) ~ 1, where XL is the largest solution of equation (1).
Moreover an optimal control strategy is u(k) --(I - N~XLN~RB-1)A'x(k). o
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Appendix

Proof of lemma 1:
From the factorization theorem we have that f(z) can be written as

~ pic R(z-S.) , where S. E~, E Z1 i pii-1

Since f(z) - f(z) for all z E R, we can write: f(z) -
k n. n, m.i - i ic R(z-a.) (z-a.) (z-a.) , where a. in the open upper half plane of R,1 1 1 1i-1

ai E R, ni,mi E Z, and it is also obvious that c E R. Note that
(z-ai)(z-ai) ~ 0 for all z E R. So, from the assumption that f(z) z 0 for

k m,
all z E R we obtain now immediately that the sign of c R(z-ai) 1 must be

i-1
positive on R. Consequently c must be a positive number and the m.,i
i- 1,..,k musY. be even numbers. o

Yroof of lemma 2:
Consider the transformation T(u) :- ~ which maps the open upper-half-
plane of ~ onto the open unit disk and the real line into the unit circle.
As a mapping from ~`{-j} to R`{-1}, T satisfies the rule: T(-u) - T(u)
(u ~ -j).
Its inverse transformation is T-1(z) - j~-z, and T-1 satisfies the rule:
T-1(Z) - -T-1(z).
Next consider g(u) :- f(T(u)). g is a rational function different from
zero, and g(u) Z 0 for all u E R. So according to Lemma 1 we have that

k n. n. 2m.i - i ig(u) - c R(u-ai) (u-ai) (u-ai) for some ai in the open upper-half-
i-1

plane of E, ai E R, ni,mi E Z and c) 0.
Now f(z) - g(T-1(z)). Using the rule: T-1(Z) --T-1(z), we can write:

n. n. 2m.
f(z) - c R(T-1(z) - ai) 1(T-1(z) - ai) 1(T-lÍz) - ai) 1-i-1

- c R (T-1(z) - ai)nl(T-1(z) - ai)ml R (-T-1(Z) - ~i)nl(-T-1(Z) - ai)mi
i-1 i-1
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k n. m.
Now denote fT (T-1(z) - ai) 1(T-1(z) - ai) 1 by t(z) and

i-1
fT (-T-1(1) - a.)n1(-T-1(1) - a.)ml bY P(1).z i z i zi-1

Let us take a look at the poles and zeros of t(z) and p(w).
k

The poles~zeros of t(z) are respectively: -1 with multiplicity - ï(n.tm.i i)i-1
and the union of T(ai) E D with multiplicity ni and T(ai) E ~D with multi-
plicity mi. Whereas the poles~zeros of p(w) are respectively: -1 with

k
multiplicity - ï(nitmi) and the union of T(-ai) - T(ai) E D with multi-

i-1
plicity ni and T(-ai) - T(ai) E ~D with multiplicity m..i

So, the poles~zeros of p are conjugate of poles~zeros of t and have the
same multiplicity.
Therefore, p(z) - ct~(z), for certain constant c and f'(z) - cct(z)t~`(1).zBecause f(z) Z 0 dz E ~D, cc must be positive, so f(z) - q(z)q~`(Z) where

q(z) - JeCt~(Z).
Finally note, that all poles and zeros of q are in the complement of D. o
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